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2018-TODAY: SECO’s M&A PATH

Our value proposition… …supported over time by a quality M&A strategy

Organic growth coupled with targeted, highly strategic M&A

aimed at increasing the added value of SECO’s products and 

solutions

6 strategic, value-accretive M&A deals in 3 years

Generating added value through cutting-

edge products and solutions

End-to-End offering, from Edge to AI

Transform information and data from the real 

world into tangible value for enterprises

Cloud, data orchestration, 

data analytics

Hardware integration 

competences

AI, machine learning

Geographical footprint
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A NEW MILESTONE WITH ORO NETWORKS 

A strategic deal providing significant benefits from Day 1, allowing for strong penetration of US markets 

with Clea suite

By-design fit with Clea,

SECO’s IoT-AI platform

Strong growth in the US market, 

Silicon Valley footprint

Strongly growing recurring revenue, 

high profitability and cash 

generation
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FROM EDGE TO AI: HOW ORO CONTRIBUTES TO SECO’S VALUE CHAIN

Cloud

Data transfer 

on the Cloud

Data

Data orchestration

Artificial 

Intelligence

Real time

Output in Real Time

Continuous support for 

customers’ business

Full Intelligence of Things ArchitectureEdge Computing

PC Modules and Systems

Off the shelf, semi-custom, 

full custom

Value for Clients and 

their Customer Base

Fast Time-To-

Market

Clear-cut 

Costs

Reduced 

Operational Risk

Flexible & Open 

Source System

Data 

Monetisation

Transforming products into data generators

Provided by and
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ABOUT ORO NETWORKS

Oro’s solutions allow to rapidly connect and cloud manage 

any hardware for smart control, monitoring and display of 

actionable insights using machine learning, deep learning, 

predictive analytics and data mining

AI SOFTWARE NATIVELY COMPATIBLE WITH SECO IOT-AI 

PLATFORM CLEA

▪ Real-time Edge AI

▪ Turn any device into a Cloud Managed Intelligent Device

▪ Deploy AI pipelines on your IoT data at scale in minutes

▪ App Store – Select from ready made apps or build your own

▪ Mobile Apps (iOS/Android) for end user or the administrator

Oro’s competitive advantages

Rapid enablement of 

AI in EDGE or CLOUD
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ABOUT ORO NETWORKS

STRONG FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE

further accelerating in 2021
A YOUNG COMPANY, AN EXPERIENCED TEAM

Established in 

Silicon Valley2018
High-profile 

managers7
AI 

developers100+

$1.0m
Revenue

+55%
% growth vs. 1Q20

$0.6m
Adj. EBITDA

+400%
% growth vs. 1Q20

Q1 

2021

Ajay Malik

▪ 30+ year experience in high-tech, IoT and AI

▪ Former executive in Google, Cisco, Qualcomm, 

Motorola

▪ Author of several publications in the AI, 

augmented reality, RTLS fields
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WHY ORO NETWORKS

Silicon Valley presence

Boosts SECO’s capability to integrate high value-added services, customize AI algorithms and enhances capacity 

to target software-first clients in the US with Clea

Highly accretive deal, earnings-increasing from Day 1; strongly profitable business posting double-digit stand-

alone growth rates

Brilliant management team

Strategic deal strongly increasing SECO’s AI firepower and capability to push on recurring revenue models
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DEAL TERMS

$7m
Oro assets purchase price

$2m
Additional SECO capital increase in SECO 

Mind US

SECO Mind US
A newly incorporated company to exploit 

Oro’s potential

Oro’s management
Retention plan including assignment of SECO 

Mind US shares

End-June 2021
Expected closing date

7.8x
EV/EBITDA 2020
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DISCLAIMER

This document has been prepared by SECO S.p.A. (“SECO” or the “Company”), for information purposes only, exclusively with the aim of assisting you to understand and assess the activities of 

SECO. The information contained in this presentation does not purport to be comprehensive and may not have been independently verified by any independent third party.

Statements contained in this presentation, particularly regarding any possible or assumed future performance of the SECO Group, are or may be forward-looking statements based on SECO’s 

current expectations and projections about future events.

Such forward-looking statements are subject to risks and uncertainties, the non-occurrence or occurrence of which could cause the actual results, including the financial condition and 

profitability of SECO to differ materially from, or be more negative than, those expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements, due to any number of several factors, many of which are 

beyond the ability of SECO to control or estimate precisely. Consequently, SECO and its management can give no assurance regarding the future accuracy of the estimates of future 

performance set forth in this document or the actual occurrence of the predicted developments.

The data and information contained in this document are subject to variations and integrations. Although SECO reserves the right to make such variations and integrations when it deems 

necessary or appropriate, SECO assumes no affirmative disclosure obligation to make such variations and integration, except to the extent required by law.

SECO does not undertake any obligation to publicly release any updates or revisions to any forward-looking statements to reflect events or circumstances after the date of this presentation.

Any reference to past performance of the SECO Group shall not be taken as an indication of future performance.

In addition, this presentation includes certain ‘‘Adjusted’’ financial and operating indicators and other measures, which have been adjusted to reflect extraordinary events, non-recurring 

transactions and activities which are not directly related to the Group’s ordinary business. 

Such “Adjusted” information has been included to allow a better comparison of financial information across the periods; however, it should be noted that such information is not recognized as 

measures of financial performance or liquidity under IFRS and/or do not constitute an indication of the historical performance of the Company or the Group. Therefore, investors should not place 

undue reliance on such data and information. 

This presentation does not constitute a recommendation regarding the securities of the Company.

This document does not constitute or form part of any offer or invitation to purchase or subscribe any shares issued by the Company and no part of it shall form the basis of or be relied upon in 

connection with any contract or commitment whatsoever.

By utilizing this presentation, you agree to be bound by the foregoing terms.
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Thank you
www.seco.com
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